
 

Session 3. Water Accounts 
 

Questions from participants 

 

Question 1. Is the balance necessary when we compile the water account? 

In all accounts supply must equal use. The supply of natural inputs from the environment to the 

economy must equal use of natural inputs by the economy. Similarly, the supply of water products 

must equal the use of water products and the supply return flows from the economy must equal the 

use of return flows by the environment.  

The water balance that is used by hydrologists is similar to the physical water asset account. See 

Chapter 5 of the SEEA Central Framework for more information on the physical water asset account. 

 

Question 2. How do you measure the source of abstracted water? 

The source of the abstracted water will be known by the users of abstracted so can be collected 

from them via survey. The water suppliers will generally report this information on their websites or 

annual reports - many will use large dams, but groundwater and desalination may also be sources.  

For agricultural sources, if the farms are near rivers or lakes then in the absence of other 

information the water used for irrigation can be assumed to be from surface water. Similarly, if the 

farms are far away from rivers then groundwater could be assumed. Administrative data on 

licensing of water extractions or from water management agencies may also be available. 

Mines will often “de-water” – that is tunnels and pits have the groundwater pumped out so that the 

mining operations can continue (and this is recorded as an abstraction of groundwater and a return 

of surface water). 

For households, there will usually be information on the number connected to the water supply 

networks. For the households not connected then some information on water source may be 

available from household surveys or the census or from local information.  

 

Question 3. Please clarify why water for hydroelectricity is charged as abstracted, yet it is returned to 

the river almost all of it immediately. 

The water needs to be shown as extracted as without the water there would be production of 

electricity. The water is then shown as a return flow to the environment. Not to show this flow 

would mean that impact of a water shortage (drought) on hydroelectricity could not be considered 

in management and planning for water use. 

  



Question 4. How can one separate the water account when water supply and sewerage service is done 

by one company? 

It is common for one economic agent (enterprise) to operate both water supply and sewerage 

operations. Information in annual reports (or other sources) is usually reported separately. It is usual 

for the water supply and sewerage services to occur at different establishments. 

 

Question 5. How do you account for flows along a river? 

The physical and monetary water supply and use tables do not account for flows in rivers. These 

flows are captured in the physical water asset account (See SEEA Central Framework, Chapter 5). 

 

Question 6. In most cases farmers extract water from their boreholes by pumping, and the consumption 

is often not recorded. As a country how can we help Agricultural use to give us water accounts or 

measure water that they have used...? 

Around the world farmers extract water from both groundwater (e.g. bores and wells) and surface 

water (e.g. rivers and lakes). For irrigated land the amount of water used can be found by 

multiplying the area of crops irrigated by the coefficient of water use for that crop. If you now from 

other information that “in most farmers extract water from their boreholes”, then you can say the 

entire amount was from groundwater.  

 

If questions on water sources, amount of water used and irrigation methods can be added to 

agricultural surveys then this will help. Account compilers should liaise with the government 

departments responsible for agriculture or water as they will often have a range of useful 

information and expert knowledge that will assist is will the development and use of assumptions 

for the generation of estimates. 

 

Question 7. Can the water PSUT be expressed in monetary terms? 

A monetary supply and use table for the water products and sewerage services within the economy 

would be standard in the supply-use tables for the national accounts. Most countries just do this in 

the first instance. 

 

Monetary estimates for the value of natural inputs can be developed based on, for example, 

production costs or replacement value as a second stage. 

 

Question 8. Does that mean natural inputs and residuals cannot be expressed in monetary terms? 

Natural inputs of water can be valued (see Question 7, above). The value of the treatment of 

residuals could be done but I am unaware of any attempts of this in water accounting around the 

world. I think that in addition to the physical supply and use tables, water quality accounts and 

water asset accounts would also be needed to generate estimates. 


